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Legend has it that in 415 BC Alcibiades, an Athenian military and politician, organized a party for his friends, during which he gave them a strange dark liquid to drink. Soon after, his guests began to feel strange effects: fear, tremor and a kind of lethargic surprise, accompanied by strange
mystical visions. The next morning, as the consequences subsided, his rivals learned of the incident and he was forced to flee Athens. He was tried and sentenced in absentia to a crime punishable by death: he stole the kikeon, a sacred elixir used during a special event: the Eleusian
mysteries. During this initiation rite, participants drank kikeon, a liquid that caused a disturbance of the state of consciousness, and led to a kind of divine inspiration. It's just a legend, but it shows a mechanic that has been repeated since a person has a memory. The central character in this
story is Prometheus, the first rebel to steal the sacred fire from the gods to give to man, and was punished by zevs with eternal suffering. The story that repeats itself is that the rebel reveals a divine secret, shares it with the world. This leads to profound changes, but quickly the situation gets
out of control and the guards of order finish the celebrations before the next cycle. This book tells the latest round of these events, perhaps the first in history, where we potentially have the opportunity to see the other end. Reading The Theft of Fire, Mr. Lang-Vilar said, he made sure there
was nothing more than a cultural awakening underway. - The New York Times is a mind-blowing tour on the road from sex and drugs to research and research. - Financial Times Theft Fire is beautifully written, a must-read for those interested in living up to their full potential. Kotler and
Wheal have prepared a guide for your hacking of your brain to lead to high performance. - Peter Diamandis, founder of the X Award, co-chair of the University of Singularity, author of the bestselling Theft of Fire cracked the secret code of peak performance, so that ordinary people can
achieve extraordinary results. - Cdr. Mark Divine (USN Ret.), New York Times, Theft of Fire is not just a bible for the second psychedelic revolution (drugs are not required), but a guide to get more: out of your body, your mind, and your happiness. - Neil Strauss, New York Times author of
the bestselling game Electrification, a fast-paced path into the deep potential of the human brain. - David Eagleman, Stanford University neuroscientist, bestselling author leading PBS to the brains of our linear lives and brains to be thrown on occasion, and it's a masterpiece of literary
curveball. - Chip Conley, bestselling author of Peak and Emotional Equations and former head of strategy at airBnB captures the unspoken essence of what men and women on the frontier of human experience, think and do to succeed in creativity and performance. - Michael Gervais, high
performance psychologist super Bowl champion Seattle Seahawks Stealing Fire lays out Kotler and Wil nibbled off the unknown. If you are at all interested in knowing how your mind works, this is a must-read! - Salim Ismail, Founding Director of the University of Singularity and author of the
bestselling exponential Organizations Stealing Fire is a fantastic book about the future of humanity and everything we can become. Based on incredible stories and cutting edge data, it shows how our brain and body can be optimized to its greatest potential. - Andrew Newberg, MD.,
Director of Research at the Myrna Brind Center for Integrative Medicine and author of How Enlightenment Changes Your Brain North Star We've Been Waiting for - Finally Distilling the Upper Limit of Human Experience Unveiled! I am so happy for this book to reach peace! - Jason Silva,
artist, futurist, host of National Geographic's Brain Games Stealing Fire is well written, well documented, and significant work. - Library magazine It; with the biggest revolution you've never heard of, and this; lurking in plain sight. Over the past decade, Silicon Valley executives such as Eric
Schmidt and Elon Musk, special operators such as Navy SEALs and green berets, and Maverick scientists such as Sasha Shulgin and Amy Cuddy have turned everything we thought we knew about high performance upside down. Instead of sand, the best habits, or 10,000 hours, these
pioneers have found an amazing shortcut. They use rare and contradictory states of consciousness to solve critical problems and outperform competitors. New York Times bestselling author Steven Kotler and high performance expert Jamie Wheal spent four years exploring the leading
edges of this revolution; from SEAL Team Six to Googleplex, Burning Man Festival, Richard Branson; Necker Island, Red Bull Training Centre, Nike Innovation Team and United Nations Headquarters. And what they learned was stunning: in their own way, with different languages,
techniques and applications, each of these groups quietly searched for the same thing: the increased information and inspiration that changed states provide. Today, this revolution is spreading to the mainstream, fueling a trillion-dollar underground economy and forcing us to rethink how we
can all lead a richer, more productive, more satisfying life. Guided by four accelerating ;p, neuroscience, and pharmacology; we gain access to and ideas about some of the most controversial and misunderstood terrain in history. The theft of fire is a provocative consideration of what is
actually possible; a guide for those who want to radically renew their lives. STEVEN KOTLER is a new-selling New York Times author, award-winning journalist, co-founder and research director of the Flow Genome project. His books include Tomorrowland, The Bold, Superman Rebellion,
Plenty, Little Furry Prayer, West jesus, and Fast Corner for Flight. His work has been translated into forty languages and his articles have been published in more than eighty publications, including New York Times Magazine, Atlantic Monthly, Wired, Forbes and Time. Stephen is a sought-
after speaker and consultant on technology, innovation and peak performance. You can find it online www.stevenkotler.com. Ancient Eleuzinian mysteries - among the great achievements of Greek civilization - influenced Plato and much of Western philosophy. These nine-day rituals of
initiative were designed to deprive the standard frame of reference, profoundly change consciousness and open up an increased level of understanding. A drug similar to LSD inspired these rituals, but used it to illegally propose the death penalty. The Greek elite risked everything to test
their strength. Since then, new elixirs have emerged, intoxicating their users until the authorities intervened. Today, people at the top of the industry, elite military officers, scientists and other psychonauts enter various states of altered consciousness in search of flow, high creativity and peak
performance. Some similar experiences are also on the main track. Finding the flow of psychedelic drugs, deep meditation and sex can trigger what the Greeks call ecstasy. Studying transcendental meditation, for example, once took years. Now new technologies and training can teach a
person to meditate like a monk in days or even hours. Even U.S. Navy SEALs have developed advanced ... The bestselling author of Bold and Superman's Rise explores altered states of consciousness and how can they ignite passion, fuel creativity, and speed up problem solving, in this
groundbreaking book in the spirit of Daniel Pink's Disc and Charles Duhigg's Smarter Faster Better.Why has the generating flow and get into the zone become the target of the most elite organizations in the world? Why do business moguls visit Burning Man? Why has meditation become a
billion-dollar industry? Why do tech gurus turn to psychedelic drugs to unleash creativity? All these people seek to change their state of mind as a way to unlock their true potential. Altered states, the authors show, sharpen our decision-making capabilities, unleash creativity, collaboration
fuel, and let's use levels of inspiration and innovation at all other times. Theft of Fire combines cutting-edge research and first-hand reporting to explore the revolution in human activity - a movement millions of people are strong to use and use some of the most misunderstood and
controversial experiences in history. Building a bridge between extreme and mainstream, this groundbreaking and provocative book examines how the best performers in the world - NAVY SEALS, Googlers, Fortune 100 executives - are using modified states to radically speed up
performance and massively improve our lives, and as we can too. Ultimately, The Theft of Fire is a book about a deep possibility about what is really possible for ourselves and our species when we discover the full potential of the human mind. It's a sight to see. stealing fire libro en español
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